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• Energy saving insulation qualities.
• Architectural finishes for visual appeal.
• Wide range of standard colours.
• Vision – single panel/rows or full
panoramic.
• Full range of track details to suit your
application.

Sectional Overhead insulated door
model AROD

General

The door panel

We have to remember that a door does most of its good work when it’s closed.
It’s keeping out the weather and keeping in the warm air or cooled air that your
plant has expensively generated. But some doors are better than others for
commercial or industrial buildings, take the sectional overhead door for example.
In its manual form it is both quick and simple to use, comes in a wide range of
colours as standard and can be supplied with windows so that warehouse staff
can see that a vehicle has arrived.

One of the main advantages of the
Armo sectional door is its insulation
value: the standard 40mm thick panel
has a U value of 0.45 W/m2 K. This
equates to 0.9 W/m2 K for a door
nominally 4m x 4m. Armo also installs
doors with an 80mm thick panel
which is even more thermally efficient
for temperature controlled stores.

Add an electrical operator and the same door can be interlocked into a sequence
using traffic lights to manage vehicle movements safely and efficiently.
Armo sectional overhead doors can be supplied up to 6 metres wide x 6 metres
high and special formats are available for individual applications.

Track configurations
When a sectional door opens it can open straight up if the building is high
enough, or if not we can provide a range of tracks to take the door up and into
the building. The door will always be designed to take the tracks as close as is
physically possible to the ceiling to keep the door away from warehouse traffic.

The operator
Armo door operators comply with all current European requirements and are
robust and reliable in operation.
You can choose what type of control mode you want, auto up, so the door
always clears the opening, and constant pressure close. You can also choose auto
up and auto down with a self- monitoring safety bottom edge.

Vision
Vision is achieved in a variety of ways on Armo sectional doors. We have a range
of possibilities from spyholes, where security might be an issue, to full glazed
panoramic windows. These can be used for not only vision to the outside world
but also as a simple means of letting in natural light. And if security is an issue
for low level vision, there is absolutely no reason why the panoramic windows
cannot be positioned toward the top of the door to let the light in.

Armo have been manufacturing high quality loading bay and
lifting table solutions since 1972, for further technical or pricing
information please contact our head office:

Armo (UK)

01952 606133
www.armo.uk.com
Unit 300, Queensway Business Park,
Hadley Park West, Telford, Shropshire. TF1 7UL
Fax: 01952 608133
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All Armo products are supplied to the
latest European standards as you
would expect – the sectional door is
no exception, built to BS EN13241
and installed and maintained by our
own employed engineers you can rest
assured that you have invested in a
quality product.
We can supply a wide range of
standard colours to match or
complement your building aesthetics;
however should you require a special
colour to match cladding or a
corporate image we supply all of the
British Standard range of colours as
well as all RAL colours. We can colour
match most other colours on receipt of
a sample.

